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Abstract 
For land management options, a sharp partitioning of areas is suitable. However, applied soil science usually 

provides integrated data and different information from identical sites and does not supply a partitioning in 

respect to all variables. In this paper, we describe a way for deriving reasonable partitioning of sites from 

multidimensional data sets by an integrated statistical approach: the clustering of different discrete field data. 

For this purpose, two separate work packages (WP) are suggested. In the first WP, sets of different data are 

standardize and discretize in order to get collocated data on predefined locations This step is precondition for 

further processing of multi-dimensional statistical analysis. The second WP leads from the different sets of 

collocated data to a map of partitions representing different soil units. Using an example of field data, we 

could show that cluster analysis works as a useful tool for site partitioning. 
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Introduction 

Investigation of soil properties will become increasingly important in the future (e.g. Lin 2003, Hartemink 

and McBratney 2008). In particular, assessment of hydrological soil qualities, such as water content and 

hydraulic conductivity is essential to define appropriate strategies for sustainable land and water resource 

management. However, direct data acquisition of these relevant properties by point measurements is 

complicated and costly. Hence, several possibilities to acquire relevant information of soil properties have 

been develop in the last decades. An established and accepted way is the derivation of subsurface details 

from geophysical data, for example apparent electric conductivity, georadar, and gamma ray radiation (e.g. 

Hayley et al. 2007, Weller et al. 2007, Beckett 2008, Mendez et al. 2009). The main benefit of these 

indirect methods is the ability to measure soil parameters quickly and in a non-invasive manner. This is a 

great advantage compared to conventional pedological data acquisition. Regrettably, in respect to the 

methods these geophysical measuring techniques provide integrated data and different information for the 

same site and do not reflect the entire area. In the praxis of applied soil science however, often a sharp 

partitioning of areas is required for land management measures. Hence, one challenge in land use 

management is the definition of a reasonable partitions from multidimensional data sets. In this paper, we 

will describe a transferable approach for sharp site partitioning - independently from number and amount of 

the available data sets. 

 

Proposed Work Flow   
Regarding the different data sources and soil parameter databases, a standardized program for site 

characterization is required. We concern the problem by an integrated statistical approach – the clustering of 

different discrete geophysical data (Dietrich et al. 1995, Dietrich and Tronicke 2009). The aim of this 

procedure is the partitioning of test sites according to their natural characteristics. With respect to the 

different established measurement methods and their corresponding data sets, we describe our method first 

schematically to make the approach transferrable to other data sources.  Afterwards, we use geophysical field 

data as an example for the applicability of the method. The workflow is divided into two separate work 

packages (mainstays), one for the preparation and discretization of the field data, and another one for 

statistical approaches and clustering. The first work package contains the following operational sequences: 

(i) interpolation from point data, (ii) conversion of map data into standardized discrete grid data, (iii) 

blanking the maps and generation of ASCII files (see Figure 1). The second work package comprises the (i) 

consideration of data relationships (ii) selection of the appropriate variables, and (iii) the cluster analyses. As 

example for illustrating this approach, we used electromagnetic induction (EMI) data sets from a test site in 

Graswang / Bavaria, Germany obtained by a near surface survey. Four different data sets from different 

depths (integral up to 0.75 m, 1.50 m 3 m, and 6 m below surface) were exploited to conduct site 
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partitioning. These data sets contain values from apparent electric conductivity measured with the 

instruments GEONICS EM38DD and EM31 (Geonics Limited, Mississauga, Ontario Canada) in horizontal 

and vertical configurations and the related spatial information, (GPS coordinates northing and easting). At 

step i) a variogram from each of these data sets was plotted and a function was fitted with respect to the 

spatial dependency of the data in the field; a typical view of an unconditioned data set and its corresponding 

variogram is shown in Figures 1a and 1b using Surfer 8 (Golden Software).  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c)  

 
d) 

 
Figure 1.  Work package A: a) plot of a raw EMI data set, in this case EM38V, b) corresponding variogram, c) 

interpolated map, d) discrete point values as precondition for cluster analysis 

  
Using the variograms for each data set, n- interpolated maps could be generated to fill the data gaps between 

point values (in this case four maps). Step ii): after interpolation, one of the maps should be selected as 

matrix for discretization and blanking; usually the one with the smallest spatial expansion. In respect to the 

standard deviation of the interpolation, the map was blanked from uncertain data, in our case in the angle of 

the orthogonal map. Now the blanked map was discretized using the “mosaic” function of Surfer by 

choosing a convenient grid size and saved as ASCII file. The blanked data appears within the table as 

unrealistically high values – an imported attribute for selecting the excessive data from the other maps. 

Without blanking, all other maps were processed like the matrix map with the same grid coordinates and 

saved as ASCII files. Now all data sets have the same number of rows with exactly the same coordinates. 

After merging all ASCII files to one collective ASCII table, the excessive data could be deleted simply by 

sorting the unrealistically high values out from matrix table. At this point a discrete ASCII file with four 

different variables is prepared, ready for multivariate statistical analysis and also visible as classified post 

map (see Figure 2).  
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 2: Visualization of four EC data sets with same grid coordinates – result of work package 1: a) EM38 

horizontal mode, b) EM38 vertical mode, c) EM31 horizontal mode, d) EM31 vertical mode 

 

The final aim of the next work package - statistical analysis and clustering - is to define different areas of the 

test site in respect to their properties by means of cluster analysis. Precondition for building useful clusters is 

the independency of the variables. Therefore, the next step of our approach is the comparison of the variables 

regarding their dependency. In this study, we apply a classical factor analysis using the statistical program 

SYSTAT 12. If the factor analysis detects a strong dependency between variables, it is recommended to use 

only one of them for clustering. In our example, only one of the EM38 variables is affected due to the 

similarity of the EM38H and EM38V data. Nevertheless, for demonstration in this study, both values were 

used for further processing. After selecting independent variables, the proper cluster algorithms were run. A 

cluster analysis is the assignment of a data set into subsets (clusters) so that data properties within the same 

cluster are similar. This method allowed the multidimensional comparison of data points and their 

classification – a well-established tool in social science, but not much applied in geosciences. Clustering can 

either be hierarchical or partitional (K-means clustering - partition n observations into k clusters). In this 

study, we use the K-means clustering only. In a K-means algorithm, each data point is compared with its 

proximate neighbor related to similarities and builds with its co-natural neighbor the first cluster group. This 

operation proceeds until the desired number of clusters is reached. The algorithm steps are: (i) choosing the 

number of clusters - k, (ii) randomly generating k clusters and determining the cluster centers, (iii) assigning 

each point to the nearest cluster center, (iv) recomputing the new cluster centers, (v) repeating the two 

previous steps until some convergence criterion is met - usually until the assignment hasn't changed (J. 

MacQueen, 1967). Again, we used the statistical program SYSTAT 12 and ran a K-mean cluster algorithm 

with four variables to three and four reasonable groups, respectively. The result was a new row in the 

collective ASCII table, the cluster each coordinate pair belongs to, again visible as classified post map (see 

Figure 3). 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 3 Results of cluster analysis: a) clustering into three partitions, b) clustering into four partitions; 

precondition for partitioning of sites by clustering are discrete and standardized soil parameters 
 

Conclusion 

For land management options, a sharp partitioning of areas from available multidimensional data sets is 

required. Clustering of field data is an appropriate tool for sharp partitioning of sites - independently from 

type and character of the database. Precondition is the existence of discrete and standardized parameters at 

predefined locations. Following the method used here, a direct and independent statistical comparison of 

properties and their partitioning of the investigated area is possible. 
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